SHOW YOUR TRUE COLOURS.
THE MINI COLOURS ACCESSORIES RANGE

Genuine MINI Accessories. KEEP IT MINI.
YELLOW.
THE NEW MINI COLOURS RANGE.

MINI COLOURS. SETS YOU APART.

MINI Colours is a bright new range of Genuine MINI Accessories to not only complement your MINI perfectly, but to give it your personal stamp. Whether your inspiration is the green, green grass of home or you are often tickled pink – add a splash of Neon colour to your drive. Options are available in Yellow, Pink, Orange, Green or Blue and you can choose from roof & bonnet stripes*, sport stripes**, badges*, wheel caps*, mirror covers and side scuttle trims.

Speak with a member of staff for more information.

*Available for MINI Hatch, Convertible and Clubman models only – roof stripes are only available for MINI Hatch models.
**Available for MINI Countryman models only.

Individualists, nonconformists and free spirits get in contact at www.facebook.com/MINI.UK
ORANGE.
Enjoy the colourful side of life – with the exclusive door mirror covers in different colours (set of 2).

£136.00 Including fitting
Door mirror covers in Blue.

£136.00 Including fitting
Door mirror covers in Yellow.

£136.00 Including fitting
Door mirror covers in Green.

£136.00 Including fitting
Door mirror covers in Orange.

£136.00 Including fitting
Door mirror covers in Pink.

£136.00 Including fitting
Door mirror covers in White.

£44.00 Including fitting
Rear view mirror covers.
The perfect match to the MINI Colours door mirror covers. Available in Orange, Blue, Pink, Yellow and Green.
PINK.
£128.00
Including fitting

The MINI Colours badge matches any exterior paint finish of your MINI and is attached to the front grille. The sporty appearance is perfectly supplemented by the MINI Colours interior monogram.

£75.00
Including fitting

The striking MINI Colours Side scuttle with colour stripes adds an extra touch of style (set of 2). Fitted price including scuttle carrier £97.00

**WELL-ROUNDED.**

*Wheel caps* in different colours (set of 4).

£103.00
Including fitting

Wheel caps in Blue.

£103.00
Including fitting

Wheel caps in Yellow.

£103.00
Including fitting

Wheel caps in Green.

£103.00
Including fitting

Wheel caps in Orange.

£103.00
Including fitting

Wheel caps in Pink.

£103.00
Including fitting

Wheel caps in White.

Wheel caps only available for MINI rim styling R128. Black (as shown) or silver. Speak to a member of staff for more details.

MINI rim styling R128 is also available as a factory fit option.

- MINI Hatch, MINI Clubman, MINI Convertible
BLUE.
Reveal your MINI's sporty side with the roof stripes and matching bonnet stripes. Available in Blue, Yellow, Green, Orange, Pink and White.

THE RACING LINES.

£164.00
Including fitting
Roof and bonnet stripes in Green.

£164.00
Including fitting
Roof and bonnet stripes in Yellow.

£164.00
Including fitting
Roof and bonnet stripes in Orange.

£164.00
Including fitting
Roof and bonnet stripes in Blue.

Also available in Pink and White.

MINI Hatch, MINI Clubman, MINI Convertible
GREEN.
**COLOUR CONTRAST.**

The richly coloured appearance of the **MINI Colours side scuttle trims** leaves nothing to be desired and can be supplemented with matching door mirror covers (set of 2).

*Scuttle trim holder required for MINI One/One D/Cooper/Cooper D models*

**£87.50**  
Including fitting of scuttle trims only. Fitted price for scuttle trims and chrome scuttle trim holder (not shown) is £177.50  
**Side scuttles in Blue.**

**£87.50**  
Including fitting of scuttle trims only. Fitted price for scuttle trims and chrome scuttle trim holder (not shown) is £177.50  
**Side scuttles in Yellow.**

**£87.50**  
Including fitting of scuttle trims only. Fitted price for scuttle trims and chrome scuttle trim holder (not shown) is £177.50  
**Side scuttles in Green.**

**£87.50**  
Including fitting of scuttle trims only. Fitted price for scuttle trims and chrome scuttle trim holder (not shown) is £177.50  
**Side scuttles in Orange.**

**£87.50**  
Including fitting of scuttle trims only. Fitted price for scuttle trims and chrome scuttle trim holder (not shown) is £177.50  
**Side scuttles in Pink.**

---

**COLOUR-FAST.**

The **MINI Colours sports stripes** emphasise your MINI Countryman’s sporty side. This great look is available in Yellow, Green, Orange and Pink.

**£338.00**  
Including fitting.  
**Sport stripes in Green.**
Please note that the retrofit capacity and price of accessory products depend on the vehicle model, standard fittings and year of construction. Subject to misprint, error and alteration.

Part number 95.38.0.002.443